Multidrug transporter proteins and cellular factors involved in free and mAb linked calicheamicin-gamma1 (gentuzumab ozogamicin, GO) resistance and in the selection of GO resistant variants of the HL60 AML cell line.
In this study we elucidated the role of ATP-binding cassette (ABC) multi-drug transporter proteins and cellular factors such as Bcl-2 expression and CD33 down-modulation contributing to free and hP67.6 mAb linked calicheamicin-gamma1 (CalC-gamma1) resistance. We analyzed in a well designed HL60 cell system the relationship between the expression of ABC proteins, Bcl-2 and CD33 modulation with the activity of free and mAb-linked CalC-gamma1. The results herein reported and discussed, strongly suggest that both MDR1-Pgp and MRP1 efflux systems are engaged by CalC-gamma1, but only MDR1-Pgp over-expression efficiently abrogates drug cytotoxicity in MDR cells. Paradoxically, Bcl-2 expression, as observed for other anticancer compounds belonging to the enediyne family of drugs, confers CalC-gamma1 susceptibility rather than resistance in HL60 cells. Further, the isolation of a resistant HL60 subline (HL60AL) that was developed by exposing the parental sensitive cells to sub-effective doses of gemtuzumab ozogamicin (GO) over an extended period of time shows a reduced level of CD33 expression that represents an important escape mechanism of HL60 MDR cells to the cytotoxic effect of GO.